
Where have all the Conservatives gone? 
 

In this age of precarious work and contract jobs would you be interested in a full 
time job that paid $255,300 a year?  Would you consider applying for a position 
that offered free housing in a century mansion in one of Ottawa’s toniest 
neighborhoods?  Could the potential employer sweeten the pot with unlimited 
free travel, full benefits and a handsome pension after only eight years of work 
and a seemingly unlimited expense account that covers personal grooming, 
clothing and private school tuition for your children?  Do they have your 
undivided attention yet? 
 
Most outside observers felt that the above position would draw hundreds of 
applications from the best and brightest across Canada hoping to be hired for the 
job as described.  Surprisingly the Conservative Party of Canada has only three 
applicants for this job of party leader, and by default Leader of the Official 
Opposition in the federal parliament, who meets the stringent requirement being 
put forward by the party hierarchy. 
 
When Andrew Scheer announced his resignation as party leader effective June 
2020 party insiders predicted a glittering lineup of well known candidates to 
replace the departing Conservative leader.  It was expected that Jason Kenney, 
Doug Ford, Rona Ambrose, Jean Charest and John Baird would step up and offer 
their services to the party that they had all served for many years.  
 
The exact opposite has occurred with dozens of provincial and federal Tories 
declining to enter the leadership race, leaving many Tories collectively scratching 
their heads.  One Ottawa watcher marvelled at the “indecent haste shown by 
most of the highest profile Tories to avoid running for the leadership of the party 
at this time and place.” 
 
With most Tories saying no, who has had the courage to step forward?  The 
current list of approved party candidates is slim at best with Peter MacKay, Erin 
O’Toole and Leslyn Lewis currently campaigning for the party leadership.  Only 
MacKay has a national profile. O’Toole has a regional presence in the GTA alone, 
while Lewis has the potential to rip the party apart as the stalking horse for the 
religious right who play an outsized role in the Conservative Party built by 
Stephen Harper. 



 
Local Conservatives are very worried that this is not only the field that will find a 
leader who will not defeat Justin Trudeau, but that with MacKay the clear favorite 
the press will not be interested in covering a leadership race and convention that 
some outlets are already calling “a coronation.” 
 
A local party organizer shared the following, “Is this the best we can do?  I have 
known Peter for more than 20 years and Peter is Peter.  He is a good man and an 
honorable man but he is one unforced error after the next.  I have never been so 
sure how deep Peter is on any portfolio he has ever been responsible for, as his 
time as Minister of National Defence showed in spades.  Where are the F-35s he 
promised?  Erin is a great guy and very popular in the Ontario caucus, but whom 
is this new Erin O’Toole trying to morph into Prime Minister Harper.  Erin is not an 
ideologue.  He is a consensus politician who is more progressive than 
conservative.  Whatever he is selling with this “true blue” stuff I am not buying.  It 
doesn’t ring true.  If Leslyn Lewis actually makes it to the convention she terrifies 
me.  If she ends up the only woman running that will benefit her campaign.  If she 
ends up the only pro-life, pro-traditional marriage candidate running the social 
conservatives will rally around her early with their passion for a cause and 
unlimited war chest.  She could be a formidably damaging candidate to the party 
convincing Canadians that once again the Conservatives are out of step with main 
street Canada on important social issues.” 
 
Two organizers from north Durham shared their quandary, “We should be for 
Erin.  This part of Ontario is his powerbase.  We have heard that a significant 
portion of the Ontario caucus is considering lining up behind O’Toole.  Peter 
MacKay isn’t popular in this part of Ontario.  A friend told me he would rather 
vote for MacKay’s wife who is brighter and a better public speaker that her 
husband is.  We also need to address the elephant in the room that the three 
declared candidates speak at best grade school French.  How well is that going to 
be received in Quebec?  Trudeau and the clown running the Bloc will eat them 
alive in the French language debates.” 
 
A Peterborough-Kawartha activist has already heard rumblings in his riding 
regarding the Lewis candidacy. He shared on social media, “The religious right are 
the bedrock of the party in rural Ontario.  These are people who are looking for a 
champion on the issues of abortion and same-sex marriage and Lewis is making 



the right noises.  She is well entrenched in the faith community in the GTA and 
speaks like a pastor.  That voter’s bloc gave the leadership to Scheer, and has the 
power to crown a leader again. They feel Scheer let them down by fudging on 
important social issues in the last election, and want the next leader of the party 
to pinky-swear that they will oppose abortion and same-sex marriage to their 
dying breath.  I fear what sells at a leadership convention would be impossible to 
sell in more progressive parts of Canada that we cannot govern without.” 
 
Another Peterborough-Kawartha member knows who he blames for this lack of 
talent running to supplant Scheer, “Stephen Harper is to blame.  For years both 
he and the Prime Minister’s office ran the party with an iron grip.  If you were 
ambitious you soon learned Ottawa was not a place for you.  Stephen had his 
pigeon holes and once he had decided where you belonged nothing you could do 
ever could rescue you.  Lots of good people served for a couple of terms, got their 
pensions and then returned to provincial politics or private industry where there 
was some upward mobility. The Liberals are much better at grooming their next 
generation of leaders than we are.  If Justin stepped down today it is clear that 
Chrystia Freeland would be the next leader.  He has given her real power to do 
important work as deputy prime minister.  Harper never did that so MacKay, Baird 
and Kenney got out when the getting was good and are now living comfortable 
lives far away from Ottawa.  I am surprised that Peter wants in on this race after 
scoring the Bay Street law partnership.  No one ever thought Harper would lose.  
After defeating Ignatieff and Dion so easily we assumed he would make 
mincemeat of Trudeau.  He didn’t and the bench was empty when we went 
looking in 2018, and pickings are pretty slim again in 2020.  That is on Harper.” 
 
A Haliburton-Victoria-Brock supporter deftly summarized the quandary he is 
facing at this point in the leadership campaign in a post to social media, “Peter is 
OK but speaks poor French, and some of the things he is on record saying about 
women after breaking up with Belinda Stronach like “she is a dog” will be played 
on a never ending loop during the next election by Liberal ad people.  Erin is 
trying to sell an ideologically different Erin from the one I have worked with for 
the last decade.  I am not buying it and I think his friends who supported him in 
2018 may go AWOL this time if Erin tries to sound like too much like Premier Ford.  
O’Toole is a thoughtful guy on a lot of issue.  I hope he shows that or his 
candidacy is doomed.  Lewis scares the crap out of me.  She is an articulate 
passionate woman of Caribbean background.  With the right policies she could be 



an anathema for the Liberals.  If we could mash-up MacKay and Lewis we could 
win big in urban Canada.  But..... and this is a huge but.....a staunch Christian who 
wears her faith on her sleeve, wants to stop abortions and oppose marriage rights 
to the LGBTQ community is just not the kind of leader we should be trying to 
present to the voters at large.  Quebec will hate her and Toronto and Vancouver 
will reject her as utterly intolerant.  We already get the evangelical vote without 
an evangelical for leader.  Preston Manning with similar view two decades ago 
couldn’t win in urban Canada.....Lewis won’t either.” 
 
Other candidates have till February 27 to get their paperwork in and be approved 
by the Conservative Party hierarchy.  Many Conservatives I spoke to are looking 
for an option not presently being offered for the job of party leader, and it will be 
intriguing to see if their wishes are granted in the next two weeks.  Stay tuned. 


